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Sbc Casting Numbers
SBC Engine Suffix Codes. Thanks for using FixYa. SBC Casting Number, 305 vs 350, Buyer Beware I remember when I bought this '78 El
Camino up in New Jersey, in August 1991, the guy said his father-in-law put. Chevrolet has produced the small block engine in dozens of
different configurations since it was first introduced in the mid-1950s. Casting Date Example: E038 - (E = Month, 03 = Day, 8 = Last digit of
model year (1978)). Here we have the venerable E7TE-PA 5. Catalog of Chevy V-8 Engine Casting Numbers 1955-93 and Stamped
Numbers No Longer Available: BK-121593 Can you tell which water pump is for pre-1969 applications? Does the complete casting number
always appear on all crankshafts? Answers to these questions and many more fill this complete guide to all 1955-93 Chevy V-8s. Below are
48 working coupons for Chevy Vin Number Paint Code from reliable websites that we have updated for users to get maximum savings. 305
Into An 89 With A 465 Granny Four Speed I also Have Two Of The Small Diamter L69 Flywheels Like This Engine Came With But I Would
Think the Truck Clutch Would Be A large bolt pattern. Chevy Big Block V8 Engine Block Casting Numbers If this is your first visit, be sure to
check out the FAQ by clicking the link above. Generally, the block casting numbers are found on the right side of the engine block below the
distributor. The casting number is a six-, seven- or eight-digit number, depending on the model year and model of the vehicle, found stamped
on the head. Hence; a 36 block #836010, has a full water jacket, Dipstick and oil filler on left and Serial number by fuel pump. They were used
from '68 through '72 on 302 CI Z-28 engines as well as '70 through '72 in LT-1 350 CI Corvette/Z-28 engines. This block has been cleaned
and inspected for cracks, it is ready to be machined. Two types of crankshafts are offered, cast nodular iron and forged steel. Date castings



should be close if you want a pristine engine. Rollor Cam. Incoming search terms: 473483 Block Casting,Chevy Block Number 6 Cly,Chevy
Straight 6 Identification Popular Questions 2004 Nissan Maxima ABS, SLIP, VDC OFF And BRAKE Lights Are On. This list is of the Jeep
powertrains that had this excellent transmission. There will be six to eight digits for the casting number. 60cc chamber, intake valves are 1.
Small Block Chevrolet engine suffix codes. Chevy Casting Number identification including Block casting numbers, cylinder head casting
numbers, Crankshaft and intake casting numbers. These small journal blocks were also used for 327 and 350 cubic inch engines as well (all
three engines used a 4. Not likely the bread and butter engines, like 210hp 327. Here is a list of Mopar Engine Casting Numbers. A 325-cc
rectangular-port iron head with square exhaust ports and 2. where the x's are the serial number portion of the VIN: block casting : see table:
3932386 or 3932388 - or - 3956618 or 3970010: 3935440 or 3955272 or 3969854: 3963512: block dates: Block casting date must always
be before engine assembly date. Turmas multisseriadas educação infantil. He has an engine out of a 1968 Pontiac Beaumont ( like Chevelle)
which has the block casting number 3994257. This is a 1986 - UP bare block casting number 10054727. com Smallblock info from nastyz28.
Remove the oil pan to identify the crankshaft. In 1968 they changed the Z/28 302 to the large journal crankshaft and used a different engine
block as well, casting 3914678. Chevys engine number is loacted on a raised pad, actually an extension of the block surface, on the right front
of the engine block, Left Side standing in front of the Motor, all chevy engines are stamped. 1970-1980 Chevrolet 400 small block. I'm not
sure thats why I'm asking. Heads that came on it (which will not be reused) if it helps the identification process are casting number -468642-.
1980 Chevy K-20, 6" lift, 10 bolt front, 14 bolt rear, NV4500 trans, NP 208 t-case, BFG 35x12. Below are 48 working coupons for Chevy
Vin Number Paint Code from reliable websites that we have updated for users to get maximum savings. com) Welcome to Rods 'n' Sods, the
most active and friendly UK Rod and Custom website. CASTING#SIZEYEARMAIN CAP BOLTSNOTES 14002935080-842
33081740072-802 355909262752. Closed Chamber - A good way to describe big-block heads is to categorize them as open or closed
chamber. 50-inch and 3. A sub for mechanics to share assistance and interesting news, and where car owners can ask mechanics …. It's a 4
bolt block with casting numbers: -3970010- the front main cap numbers are -3951-, middle caps read -3412-. Just bougt a fixed up 350 with
casting nr 3970010 with 4 bolt mains, is this a LM1 or something else, Mikes page says a LM1 with casting number 3970010 os only a 2 bolt
main. Casting Number. Does anyone know if there is a way to narrow down the details on this engine. 0, but youll need to check on those first.
But read up on the links! Use the links to find stampings to look for and heads casting numbers to look for. This deals with one trick that I use
that has always worked for me in identifying a 4 bolt main small block. Colvin says the 461 head was used on 65 and 66 327 engines with
either 1. Hi friends, well I start this dilemma with this engine small block 3970020. Smallblock Chevy V-8 distributors are interchangeable with
distributors found on Chevy bigblock,. It's a cast iron round piece about 3 inches thick. 8 430, 435 L-88/L-89, 1. Small Block Chevrolet
Cylinder Head casting numbers /minuit10 / corvette /head chevy /corvette l82. 2458 for the rest obviously. there are alot of BB out there
making around 600HP with these heads 049's too!(port work of course). See full list on mortec. Posted via Mobile Device _____. This is a
common need experienced by the restorer who has a Chevy engine project missing original engine components, i. Please Report any Broken
Links or Pages that do not load properly. If you're looking at the engine code - this is already known. 70 center length, and all rods produced
prior to 1968 had a 2 inch rod journal diameter. Small Block Casting numbers. Cylinder. Chevrolet Small V-8 Cylinder Block Casting
Numbers 1955-1985 These listings are always a work-in-progress. com,NastyZ28 Second Generation Camaro Owners Group,Out in the
shop offers replacement Chevy Truck SPID Labels and other 1967-72 classic Chevy Trucks information. 7, that's with. January 7, 1969. Coil
Spring Tech. I already knew the Camaro SS350 was the only large journal (2. All rods from 1968 on, including 1967 350 rods, have a 2. 5:
330862: 1971 / 73: 400: 1. Posted via Mobile Device _____. The first digit is usually a letter which specifies the month that the block was cast.
Casting Date Example: E038 - (E = Month, 03 = Day, 8 = Last digit of model year (1978)). can someone give me the specs on this heas,
chamber and valve size, compression ratio of the engine and the power and torque the engine makes in stock form. 00 forged Tuffrided Special
Flange 14088532 3. Introduced in January 1995, it is a "clean sheet" design with only rod bearings, lifters, and bore spacing in common with
the longstanding Chevrolet small-block V-8 that preceded it as the basis for GM small-block V-8s. Chevy Casting Number identification
including Block casting numbers, cylinder head casting numbers, Crankshaft and intake casting numbers. Look on the top on either side of
center. But read up on the links! Use the links to find stampings to look for and heads casting numbers to look for. Chevy distributors have
casting numbers and casting dates, which can be useful while doing restorations or if you are trying to find out the original application the
distributor was used in. Casting # Years made Valve Size HP levels used for Chamber Size / Notes; 3782461: 61-70: 1. Thinking of buying a
set of new GM heads the casting numbers are #93417369. Here we have the venerable E7TE-PA 5. LT1 Chevy engine serial 10125327 you
should know what this engine is year? How horsepower that is much of 350 5. Crankshaft casting numbers 4. Cylinder Head ID. Conclusion.
Re: Chevy Six Cylinder Casting Numbers Let me add something else to the mix please. It's a 1971 265HP version out of a 1971 Impala.
Discussion Starter. Materials Strengths. The number 327xxx block (1992–1997) is not usually used because of the reverse cooling. Chevrolet
crankshafts have a casting number located on the rough surface of one of the counterweights or between the bearing journals. 10 comments. If
you have any documented info that can be added to these pages,. 1 pc Rear Main Seal. Terminology * Terms, expressions, names of parts,
models, etc. ( These Numbers obtained with a Holley 600 CFM Carb,1 3/4" headers , and an Edelbrock Performer intake part # 2101) (1
5/8" headers will work fine with this engine. Aside from cylinder bore size, these two blocks are virtually the. That number does not show up
for me! Bottom line, I believe that the casting numbers will tell you more about the engine block/cylinder heads, than the M/C serial number will
for your purposes. 3 1975-1976 550362 231882 Olds 265 4. Engine Tech - bbc casting number on block, please help me - I have what i
beleive is a 427 tall block with the casting number 861959, and a little ways toward the top of the block are the letters GM 10 T. Inline (6 cyl)
Engines To determine the year of 235 or 216 engines, look just above the starter on 235 or […]. Specializing in Chevy 216/235/261 ~
194/230/250/292. The block casting number on smallblock and big block Chevy V-8 motors is located on a ledge found at the rear of the
block, most often on the driver's side. Engine Code Years Cid Application Engine Vin Hp Bbl Gm Body Comments ; 1: C: 1957: 265. SBC
Head Casting Numbers. Chevy V8 Casting Number Locations Chevy V8 SBC Block and Head Casting Numbers Chevy V8 BBC Block and
Head Casting Numbers Chevy V8 "W" Motor 348-409 Casting Numbers Chevy V8 Crankshaft Casting Numbers Chevy V8 Crankshaft
Journal Sizes Chevy V8 Bore and Stroke List Chevy V8 Notes SBC Crate Motors BBC Crate Motors SBC Cylinder Heads Holley Carb.
Big block on the right side of engine above the oil pan rails. This Casting number is usually found at the rear of the block on the left or drivers
side on top of the bellhousing flange. Specializing in Chevy 216/235/261 ~ 194/230/250/292. Milling Heads for specific Compression Ratio.
Casting Number Z28 X ram (top) released to race teams in '67 w/o casting#, did have Winter Foundry. These photos are the block you will
receive. The firing order is the same for the Chevy 350 as well as many other small block and big block Chevrolet V8 engines. 10 Forged One
Piece rear main seal. Cylinder Head ID. Drupal-Biblio17. Chevy V8 Casting Number Locations Chevy V8 SBC Block and Head Casting



Numbers Chevy V8 BBC Block and Head Casting Numbers Chevy V8 "W" Motor 348-409 Casting Numbers Chevy V8 Crankshaft Casting
Numbers Chevy V8 Crankshaft Journal Sizes Chevy V8 Bore and Stroke List Chevy V8 Notes SBC Crate Motors BBC Crate Motors SBC
Cylinder Heads Holley Carb. Also the same casting number is used for a lot of different apps. 80 A02 Soft Ray Tinted Glass, windshield 9,270
10. You can always com e back for Chevy Vin Number Paint Code because we update all the latest coupons and special deals weekly. Find
cast numbers. Yesterday's Trucks: The Classic Truck Resource Page Vintage Truck Headquarters. Camshaft casting numbers 5. Small Block
Chevy Casting Numbers Please see the attached charts to help figure out exactly what you have. These attachments have information on the
cylinder blocks, heads, connecting rods, pushrods, crankshafts, dampers, and flywheels that were used. pre-1986 four-bolt casting molds with
two dipstick locations; pre-1980 on the driver's side and post-1980 on the passenger's side. 030), while Supply Lasts. At the front of the
block behind the alternator is stamped. pre-1986 four-bolt casting molds with two dipstick locations; pre-1980 on the driver's side and post-
1980 on the passenger's side. Anyway, the intake manifold has a casting number of 8876864 w. Marine 383 6. Small Block Chevy head
casting numbers. It’s real easy to spot if the heads are off because of the small 3. Small block Chevy. Sometimes called "center bolt HO"
heads, referring to the valve cover attachment used on 1987-up SBC engines. Block casting date is usually very close to engine assembly date.
Jump to Latest Follow Status Not open for further replies. The first is to be able to quickly find a specific casting number or application,
whichever is applicable to a reader's needs at the time. VIN number is located on VIN tag on the dash, door tag, body tag, and fender. 80-
inch bores respectively with a C2OE or C3OE casting number. of torque at 3750 rpm. Casting Numbers. Chevy Head Casting Numbers.
Chevy/Olds Rocket block 4. A quick look at the casting number and part number database I have been building for the past few years. We’ll
attempt to provide the best of them to you, rather than recreate the information here. Hoping for some help. GM body designation. Chevrolet
used many variations of their basic connecting rod over the years. where the x's are the serial number portion of the VIN: block casting : see
table: 3932386 or 3932388 - or - 3956618 or 3970010: 3935440 or 3955272 or 3969854: 3963512: block dates: Block casting date must
always be before engine assembly date. the 1 3/4" headers listed above were dyno headers used for the test) Block -part # 10066034, casting
# 10066036 2 piece rear main seal 4 bolt main. The block casting number is 38 GM 14010203 which. Jump to Latest Follow Status Not open
for further replies. Small Block Blocks 1964 - 1990 Facing the front of the engine, at the top surface of the timing chain area, to the left of the
oil fill tube, there is a code about 1. If you're looking at the engine code - this is already known. here is a close-up of a 14 bolt gm rear end.
Chevy/Olds Rocket block 4. This is a 1996 - 2002 bare block casting number 10243880. The block casting number on small block and big
block Chevy V8 motors is located on a ledge found at the rear of the block, most often on the driver's side. cab: L LS9: 165: 4: C-20 to 3500.
The trim number represents the color of the interior, the paint color is the exterior "Magic Mirror" paint color. Short fill the block, machine it for
splayed four bolt main caps, get a forged crank, rods, and about 8. Each character in the VIN number can be decoded to determine where the
car was built, what year, which automotive features are included and more. The Casting Numbers to the right are found just below and to the
right of the Distributor on the passenger side. the 'A' after the 6 means it just comes from a ford (not a ford truck, mustang, falcon, and so on)
and the E stands for the engine group. This block has been cleaned and inspected for cracks, it is ready to be machined. Small block Chevy.
com Smallblock info from nastyz28. school bus, the code stamped in front of block is EA1463, would like to know what Im working on befor
taking it apart, any help would be app. 68-19467 - Corvette Sting Ray convertible 68-19437 - Corvette Sting Ray coupe The body number is
the serial number of the body. Each character in the VIN number can be decoded to determine where the car was built, what year, which
automotive features are included and more. What You Can Learn From Small Block Chevy Casting Numbers All engines are stamped with an
ID serial number showing plant code, production date, and suffix code. 280" Casting number 10239906 or 12558062. This may sound
elimentary to most of you, but I have what may seem as a pretty dumb question. The Chevy small block 327-cubic-inch V-8 engine can be
identified by its engine code stamping numbers. I already knew the Camaro SS350 was the only large journal (2. Coil Spring Tech. 6-cylinder
ENGINE NUMBER is located on the right side of the block to the rear of the distributor. It's a 4 bolt block with casting numbers: -3970010-
the front main cap numbers are -3951-, middle caps read -3412-. 2 Bolt Mains. Casting # Years made Valve Size HP levels used for
Chamber Size / Notes; 3782461: 61-70: 1. How can i tell more about this block. Small Block Chevy Engine Block casting and code
identification. If it is an LG4 head, check the valve size. com which have detailed listings, or contact a Chevrolet parts department to. Re:Small
Block Casting Number/ Part Number « Reply #1 on: August 20, 2003 - 01:21:57 AM » The Tab didn't work very well in pasting, But this is
easy to figure out. This is a 1986 - UP bare block casting number 10054727. Small Block Chevrolet Cylinder Head casting numbers /minuit10
/ corvette /head chevy /corvette l82. Small Block Chevy Engine Block casting and code identification. Please Report any Broken Links or
Pages that do not load properly. There is also a paper tag (sometimes covered with clear plastic) on the case cover. If it is an LG4 head, check
the valve size.. This is for Your Choice of 1 of These Rare 1966-1967 Dated 1967 Model Chevrolet Car, Truck and Corvette 327 cubic inch
Chevy V-8 Bare Blocks with Main Caps, (GM Casting Number 3892657, GM Group Number 0. Most of these heads had accessory bolt
holes and were identified with casting numbers ending in 186 or 492. it uses c-clips to hold the axles hafts in. com Chevy Small Block - Engine
Block Casting Numbers Notes (for below): "High Power" is the maximum rate HP this block was used for, "Low Power" is the lowest rated
horsepower RPO engine the block was used in. It tells you: Casting Numbers for Blocks, Heads, Intakes, Exhausts and Water Pumps along
with. SBC Head & Block Casting Numbers. I recently purchased a 1967 3892657 block. 8-cylinder ENGINE NUMBER is on pad on front
right hand side of the block behind the water pump. can someone tell what heads I have? casting number 378450 sbc i think the y might come
on a 305. com Chevy Small Block - Engine Block Casting Numbers Notes (for below): "High Power" is the maximum rate HP this block was
used for, "Low Power" is the lowest rated horsepower RPO engine the block was used in. Casting numbers identify which head you may have.
Delegate to Congress Stacey Plaskett has announced a massive amount of funding for the V. It's a casting number '817' 400 4 bbl, 175 hp.
302 V-8 Block. It has the original heads on it that I've heard are crappy for performance. The Casting Numbers to the right are found just
below and to the right of the Distributor on the passenger side. Closed-chamber cylinder heads have small combustion chamber volumes for
high compression ratios, with even mildly domed pistons. Marine 383 6. Cylinder Head ID. The original article gives a thorough listing of block
casting numbers, and what they mean. 3 1980-1981 65 Pontiac 301 4. If the valve diameters are the same it should be the same head. 02
valve sizes depending on application. Rebuilding the Small Block Chevy Videobook Rebuilding the Small-Block Chevy is a step-by-step book
and DVD combination that shows you how to build a street or racing small-block Chevy in your own garage. Small Block Chevy Engine Block
casting and code identification. New Jersey Speed Garveys & Speed Skiff's. Short fill the block, machine it for splayed four bolt main caps, get
a forged crank, rods, and about 8. So at the shop i work at we have a 1945 Warner and swasey number 3 lathe. 3 3 0 8 1 7. The number
327xxx block (1992–1997) is not usually used because of the reverse cooling. Book Excerpt: Chevrolet By The Numbers 1965-1969: Chevy
V8 Drivetrain Casting Part Numbers INTRODUCTION CASTING NUMBER CHARTS. "Main Caps" is the number of bolts holding the



cap. You c an always come back for Small Block Chevy Casting Number Decoder because we update all the latest coupons and special deals
weekly. Casting codes for from 1964 to 1967 are found on the distributor pad, except the 421′s. My chevy parts interchange manual says its a
454 from 70-79, and by the K21 73, im guessing it was made in 73. The deck numbers are gone. Chevy II 1962-1965 Heavy Duty
Triangulated 4-Link Kit. Check this casting carefully to determine which features it may have. This entry was posted on Thursday, February
11th, 2010 at 11:44 am and is filed under Mechanical. numbers and charts on total fleet sizes, split between booms, scissors, vehicle mounts
and others, articulated and telescopic, electric and diesel power etc. Small Block Chevrolet Engine Blocks: Block casting numbers are found on
the ledge to the rear of the number seven cylinder on the driver’s side of the smallblock V-8s. Chevy 454 casting number 14015445 pulled
from a running motor home had 400 turbo - $1,100 . And on the headstock was a big chunk of steel that was bolted down to the top. Part
Numbers are located and stamped on the ends of the heads prior to 2005, then engraved on the ends of the heads after 2005. How to identify
a 4 bolt main small block chevy. Ford, to distinguish it from the all-new 351 “Cleveland” small-block V-8 introduced for 1970. SBC
Casting/stamp code Number Help. Casting Number. 00 + shipping. Although they lost favor on common vehicles, they remained popular
through the 1960s, albeit in very limited numbers. 8, with 76cc head-10. 12 bolt rearaxle info. Chevy block casting numbers can usually be
found on the rear of the block adjacent to where the block and transmission meet. The restoration of this Mach 1 was started in 1997 and
completed in April 2000. of torque at 3750 rpm. cab: L LS9: 165: 4: C-20 to 3500. Transmission info. Saginaw cast small block V-8 engines
can normally be distinguished by use of a single digit calendar-year code; Tonawanda cast small block V8 engines normally use the last two
digits (example: "62" for 1962), and these castings were not used in Corvette production except for the 1965 327 cubic-inch with 3858180
casting number. Chevy Manual Transmission Casting Numbers Casting numbers on the case, cover or extension housing are 13-51 or 13-52.
Hoping for some help. Cylinder Head Casting Date: The cylinder head casting date is usually found adjacent to the cylinder head casting
number. Thankfully Chevy engineers has. com, Kendrick-Auto. For example, the casting number 3743096 belongs to 327-cubic-inch V-8
engines on the 1962 to 1967 GMC pickup trucks. Chevy II 1962-1965 Heavy Duty Triangulated 4-Link Kit Helix Triangulated Full Size Four
Link Kits designed specifically foruse in your Chevy II 1962-1965. com) Welcome to Rods 'n' Sods, the most active and friendly UK Rod and
Custom website. Standard performance used cast (nodular iron) cranks, while high performance engines used forged steel cranks. Camshaft
casting numbers 5. Heads that came on it (which will not be reused) if it helps the identification process are casting number -468642-. This
head is intended for a non-adjustable valvetrain and should not be used with Mark IV blocks. Cylinder Head Casting Date: The cylinder head
casting date is usually found adjacent to the cylinder head casting number. I have a complete 455 stage 1 engine code SF which I am told that
this is a Stage 1 from 1970. SBC Intake Casting Numbers. 00 + shipping. [ edit] Casting number "462" fuelie heads 462 is the most-used SBC
head casting number out there- at least six different SBC cylinder head casting numbers end in 462, according to 'the books': 3767462
3782462. For the true Chevy guy, the in-depth listing is a wealth of knowledge that is vital. ~Other Sites With Casting Numbers ~ Vast
number listing for Chevy inlines: Lots of Inline casting numbers: Number 4001133 1970 2135412 2193980 2324003. For example, the casting
number 3743096 belongs to 327-cubic-inch V-8 engines on the 1962 to 1967 GMC pickup trucks. Small Block Casting numbers Use these
casting numbers to identify the exhaust manifolds you have. CASTING#SIZEYEARMAIN CAP BOLTSNOTES 14002935080-842
33081740072-802 355909262752. 2 L stroker Chevy V8 Turn key 325 HP only $6,190 ~Above small-block V8 engines are available with
the options below~ $1595 Electronic TBI fuel injection $1995 Electronic MPI fuel injection Closed cooling kit add $740 Reverse rotation
adds $400. 20 C07 Auxiliary Hardtop. 86 and later castings will have 5. 454 Block Identification # 14015445. Casting numbers identify which
head you may have. Below are 48 working coupons for Chevy Vin Number Paint Code from reliable websites that we have updated for users
to get maximum savings. That means next to the number one spark plug wire will be the number 8 spark plug wire, the number 4 and so on in a
clockwise rotation. 3L LT1 was also referred to as the L99 (not to be confused with the LS variant bearing the same name). The Casting
Numbers to the right are found just below and to the right of the Distributor on the passenger side. Re: Head casting numbers « Reply #13 on:
October 20, 2009, 06:39:05 PM » I have 781's with 2. SBC Head Casting Numbers. A code = M20 Muncie Wide range. As for the casting
numbers, which make me think the engine is a 52/53 216, here's the info: 216 inline head casting #: 1950-53 3835517 All 216 216 inline block
casting #: 1952-53 3835849 216 Passenger, Truck. Gm casting number on block 10066036 what size is this engine?. Casting # Years made
Valve Size HP levels used for Chamber Size / Notes; 3782461: 61-70: 1. Most of these small block Chevy heads offer a power increase of
around 40 hp, and even the iron Vortec heads were worth 20 hp over stock. "Where the people fear the government you have tyranny. I have
a complete 455 stage 1 engine code SF which I am told that this is a Stage 1 from 1970. Опираясь на прошлое, создаем будущее!. The
casting date of the block can usually be found on the rear of the case on the passenger side of the block, on a ledge behind the number eight
cylinder of the block. 10-inch rods and 2. and the Chevelle Family Tree. Year: CID: HORSEPOWER: Casting# Valve Size: CC or CR: 1959:
389: 368-373HP: 540306: 1. chevy head casting numbers for Camaro, Corvette and stovebolt trucks. These seven digits are located on the
right side between the fuel pump and starter except for 1954 where it is located forward of the fuel pump. These seven digits are located on the
right side between the fuel pump and starter except for 1954 where it is located forward of the fuel pump. When I inspected it. The 882 is OK,
not the best or the worst of small block chevy performance heads. My plan would be to slowly put it together as funds came along. com Chevy
Small Block - Engine Block Casting Numbers Notes (for below): "High Power" is the maximum rate HP this block was used for, "Low Power"
is the lowest rated horsepower RPO engine the block was used in. The firing order is the same for the Chevy 350 as well as many other small
block and big block Chevrolet V8 engines. Discussion Starter • #1 • Feb 25, 2011. A quick look at the casting number and part number
database I have been building for the past few years. This is a 1996 - 2002 bare block casting number 10243880. Classic Truck Shop's
website also associates this casting number with a 1942-53 Chevy 216ci. Coil Spring Tech. There are different sites on this and can go both
ways (it is and its not a stage 1 since GM did not always stamp the code correct) but I have been told and seen this code that it is a 1970
stage1. That number does not show up for me! Bottom line, I believe that the casting numbers will tell you more about the engine block/cylinder
heads, than the M/C serial number will for your purposes. Used in everything from a 64 Vette or various passenger car/trucks. Answer ID 652
| Published 10/06/2001 04:07 PM | Updated 12/18/2018 07:59 AM. The casting number is a six-, seven- or eight-digit number, depending on
the model year and model of the vehicle, found stamped on the head. it uses c-clips to hold the axles hafts in. Small Block Chevy Cylinder
Head Casting Numbers The small block Chevy head can be one of the most mis identified component of any Chevy part. When I started this
Web site back in 1996 there wasn't much information about big block Chevy engines on the Web, so I decided to create this page. Gm 454
Casting Number 14015445. Drupal-Biblio17. pre-1986 four-bolt casting molds with two dipstick locations; pre-1980 on the driver's side and
post-1980 on the passenger's side. Year: CID: HORSEPOWER: Casting# Valve Size: CC or CR: 1959: 389: 368-373HP: 540306: 1. I can't
find any numbers on them. You should also check out the AERA web site. Buick/Chevy aluminum 10. 1962 – 1963 Chevy Corvette, Left



Hand, used on… 48: 3797902: Chevrolet: 1962 – 63: 1962 – 1963 Chevy Corvette, Right Hand Side,… 49: 3797942: Chevrolet: 1964 –
65: No mounting ear, and was originally used on the… 50: 3846563: Chevrolet: 1964 – 65: Driver’s side and has an alternator mounting
ear…. Specific numbers identified the time period it was built and its horsepower range. Chevy Manual Transmission Casting Numbers Casting
numbers on the case, cover or extension housing are 13-51 or 13-52. 8-cylinder ENGINE NUMBER is on pad on front right hand side of the
block behind the water pump. 7, that's with. Small Block Chevy Cylinder Head Casting Numbers The small block Chevy head can be one of
the most mis identified component of any Chevy part. 250: 346236: 1974-76: 454: 4. Block casting date usually very close to engine assembly
date. The number 1705 identifies the unit as being built between 1976 and 1979. Recognition can power an organization and contribute to
employee well-being. Take A Sneak Peak At The Movies Coming Out This Week (8/12) Weekend Movie Releases – January 29th – January
31st. Casting Numbers Engine Make 260 4. The casting date is usually found adjacent to the casting number. Casting Numbers. and the BA is
the revision of the part (in your. Pad # T1127EC T = Tonawanda NY Engine plant 1127 = Nov 27 EC in '68 was Nova 275HP L-30 Power
glide 4-Brl Hyd Cam. There is a GM and an 82 stamped below as well. Small block chevy engine codes 350 chevy engine code numbers Big
block chevy engine decoder 327 chevy engine identification codes. On the underside of the head on an intake runner, and under the valve
cover on an intake runner. 00 --- Genuine Leather Seats 2,002 79. No’s 1-7 have nonhardened exhaust valve seats which must be replaced
for use with unleaded fuel. All of Chevy Engine Casting Numbers Are Usually Located Behind The Dist. The one on the left is a H style low
compression unit; the four-notch piston on the right is from a G style high compression motor. If the valve diameters are the same it should be
the same head. MyMopar is the best Mopar forums and site on the web. 336710 74-78 307, 350 & 400 LH Chevelle,Camaro,Z-28,Nova
and Passenger with A. 2) what the displacement is. 6 Features: Screw-In Rocker Studs Chevy SB 400 Steam Holes Pushrod guide plates
(Manley) Valve guides Condition: One cracked outer ear Slight surface rust after sandblast cleaning Chevrolet Cylinder Heads 3782461, 2.
There is a spacer that I call a spacer but the books call a bell housing that mounts between the engine and the transmision. The suffix code for 6
cylinder engines can be found stamped on a pad near the distributor. 6: 250-350: 64 CC Chambers No bolt holes These are also double
humps. Casting numbers are usually the same or nearly the same as the part number. The block casting number is 38 GM 14010203 which.
Match the number to a Chevrolet camshaft part number listing. The Chevy 350 firing order is 1-8-4-3-6-5-7-2. com,NastyZ28 Second
Generation Camaro Owners Group,Out in the shop offers replacement Chevy Truck SPID Labels and other 1967-72 classic Chevy Trucks
information. All of Chevy Engine Casting Numbers Are Usually Located Behind The Dist. Mar 16, 2019 - This page lists Chevy casting
numbers for blocks and heads for big block V-8 engines. Casting numbers, date codes, and suffix codes. Small Block Chevrolet Engine
Blocks: Block casting numbers are found on the ledge to the rear of the number seven cylinder on the driver’s side of the smallblock V-8s. 3"
cast on the side, too. Here is a list of Mopar Engine Casting Numbers. What do those numbers mean? Can't find info on g39. You may also
see a raised casting on the block or heads of "Hecho en Mexico" which means "Made in Mexico". Yesterday's Trucks: The Classic Truck
Resource Page Vintage Truck Headquarters. SBC Head Casting Numbers. Chevy block casting numbers can usually be found on the rear of
the block adjacent to where the block and transmission meet. 00 867 Base Corvette Convertible 10,919 4,037. 5th gear (overdrive) is located
at the rear of the transmission in the extension housing. Aside from cylinder bore size, these two blocks are virtually the. Sometimes called
"center bolt HO" heads, referring to the valve cover attachment used on 1987-up SBC engines. 00 --- Genuine Leather Seats 2,002 79. Come
join the discussion about performance, modifications, classifieds, troubleshooting, maintenance, and more!. Re:Small Block Casting Number/
Part Number « Reply #1 on: August 20, 2003 - 01:21:57 AM » The Tab didn't work very well in pasting, But this is easy to figure out. Chevy
big block casting number 3863512 on MainKeys. We have new and exciting content coming, so I’d like to take this opportunity to preview the
upcoming second DLC: A New Power Awakens – Part 2.Sbc Casting Numbers Jumping even later in the 1960s, Chevy made major design
changes to the block, crankshaft, and connecting rod areas, including a new large-journal crank with 2. Good 305 head casting numbers
14101081 These were supposedly used on 1987 305 engines, 1987-'94 or '95, and TPI 305 engines from 1986 or '87 to 1991 or '92
(depending on the source). The number 327xxx block (1992–1997) is not usually used because of the reverse cooling. Technical SBC Casting
numbers Discussion in ' The Hokey Ass Message Board ' started by Kenny Tourville , Jan 9, 2021. I have only eight. 50-inch and 3. 250:
346236: 1974-76: 454: 4. RPM Calculator. Small Block Water Pumps 1967-68 Short style small block water pumps were used for engines in
Camaros in 1967 and 1968. Small block 11" bell housing starter seal, this is the tin shield that fits on the front of the bell housing and closes the
gap between the lower dust cover and bottom edge of the block. school bus, the code stamped in front of block is EA1463, would like to
know what Im working on befor taking it apart, any help would be app. On the block there will be foundry ID codes, for instance "CON3".
Click to see our best Video content. Datsun: Chevy. The casting date is usually found near the casting number. Generally, the block casting
numbers are found on the right side of the engine block below the distributor. 1 385101 The rocker assembly is the same as later non-
adjustables, except the aluminum cross pieces are stamped steel, and don’t bottom out on the head. 7l v8 with engine code t1010tdr vin no
caz107285 bloack casting number 14010209 and which vehicle does it originate from? What size Chevy motor has casting number 328575?
Is the serial number for a Chevy 350 engine 3858180?. Either build it as a 406" or 420". Mopar Engine Block Casting Numbers casting
number CID years notes 1737629 361 1961-1964 1851729 383 1959-1964 1852029 413 1959-1962 Truck. The casting date of the block
can usually be found on the rear of the case on the passenger side of the block, on a ledge behind the number eight cylinder of the block. com ·
Administrator & Tech Articles. Small Block Casting numbers. The 882's and 993's are 76cc. com,NastyZ28 Second Generation Camaro
Owners Group,Out in the shop offers replacement Chevy Truck SPID Labels and other 1967-72 classic Chevy Trucks information. Got a
tired, old Chevy that needs a lift? This is the crate engine for. Small Block Chevy Casting Numbers Please see the attached charts to help figure
out exactly what you have. Stanford mba essay sample. Echanis Collection: Special Tactics for Knife and Stick Combat (Special Forces/Hand-
To-Hand Combat/Special Tactics) (The. the 'A' after the 6 means it just comes from a ford (not a ford truck, mustang, falcon, and so on) and
the E stands for the engine group. 1966 Chevy & Corvette Used 3858174 1965-1966 Dated 327 V-8 Choose 1 Bare Block This is for Your
Choice of 1 of These Rare 1965-1966 Dated 1966 Model Chevrolet Car, Truck and Corvette 327 cubic inch Chevy V-8 Bare Blocks with
Main Caps, (GM Casting Number 3858174, GM Group Number 0. I accidently found one posting that lists it as a 250 6 cylinder from 1975
to 1985. This is no help in identifying the engine. This may sound elimentary to most of you, but I have what may seem as a pretty dumb
question. Big block on the right side of engine above the oil pan rails. Chevy Corvair Monza Spyder Vin Decoding Casting Codes Cowl
Information RPO & Dealer Options Production Numbers Car Clubs. Good morning all! I’m Ryosuke Hara, lead producer of Dragon Ball Z:
Kakarot. SBC Head Casting Numbers. But read up on the links! Use the links to find stampings to look for and heads casting numbers to look
for. Although the same basic design has been used since 1955,there are some very significant changes that are difficult to notice at first glance
without taking the valve covers off. Chevy block casting numbers for race cars, hot rods, Camaro, Corvette and stovebolt engines. casting



number 3970010 is a 350 block from 1969 - 1979 but in 1969 302 and 327 have the same casting # and im not to sure about the other #.
These attachments have information on the cylinder blocks, heads, connecting rods, pushrods, crankshafts, dampers, and flywheels that were
used. 346247 75-77 262. It's a 4 bolt block with casting numbers: -3970010- the front main cap numbers are -3951-, middle caps read -
3412-. on the side of the block there is a number 088. Can use a 1980 350 block 10 percent nickel with my cam,heads,and intake,carb. Clean
the area thoroughly and use a nice bright flashlight. I seem to remember 993's were second best. Chevy inline 6 casting numbers can usually be
found just above the starter on the passenger side of the block. chevy head casting numbers for Camaro, Corvette and stovebolt trucks. Chevy
Manual Transmission Casting Numbers Casting numbers on the case, cover or extension housing are 13-51 or 13-52. And second, he wants
to know which chevrolet casting numbers are "correct" for his car, so a proper replacement can be found. The TH400 and Jeeps have quite a
history together. Engine Tech - bbc casting number on block, please help me - I have what i beleive is a 427 tall block with the casting number
861959, and a little ways toward the top of the block are the letters GM 10 T. 280" Casting number 10239906 or 12558062. 6 No
information on combustion chamber size, or. This guide shows you how to properly identify all V8 drivetrain parts, for all Small- and W-Blocks
on 1955-1959 Chevy passenger cars, including:. Truck Heads 71-77 350 BLOCK ID # VIN CODE "Y,V,L" HEAD ID # 366245 3914660
3914678 3932368 3932386 3932388 3956618 3970010 3970014. 348/409 Block Casting numbers Results: Found 4 matches out of 16
records Block# 3755011 Year used: 1961. 00 forged Tuffrided Special Flange 14088532 3. 6 Features: Screw-In Rocker Studs Chevy SB
400 Steam Holes Pushrod guide plates (Manley) Valve guides Condition: One cracked outer ear Slight surface rust after sandblast cleaning
Chevrolet Cylinder Heads 3782461, 2. The casting date of the block can usually be found on the rear of the case on the passenger side of the
block, on a ledge behind the number eight cylinder of the block. between 1958-1964)with a Iskenderian 3/4 racing cam and a quadrajet carb
instead of the origninal Rochester 4G. numbers and charts on total fleet sizes, split between booms, scissors, vehicle mounts and others,
articulated and telescopic, electric and diesel power etc. SBC Casting/stamp code Number Help. Whether you are an engine builder, drag
racer, circle track racer, boat racer, road racer or a hobbyist doing a classic Chevrolet restoration, Mortec has information you can use,
starting with our ever-popular Chevy casting number lists for small-block (SBC), big-block (BBC), and 348-409 V-8 engine blocks, cranks
and heads. Two bolt block. Small Block Chevy Engine Block casting and code identification. A 21 9 = Cast January 21st 1969. "Main Caps"
is the number of bolts holding the cap. The suffix tells you application, original model, Engine RPO, and HP and transmission that were
originally mated to the engine. Small Block Chevy head casting numbers. Engine/Head Numbers Guide 1942-2000 Engine Casting Numbers
1959-1978 Connecting Rod Part/Casting Numbers 1962-1974 Cylinder Head Casting Numbers 1959-1978 Intake Manifold Casting
Numbers 1959-1974 Exhaust Manifold Casting Numbers 1958-1973 Trans Bellhousing Casting Numbers 1960-1981. Casting number
12558062 is a Vortec head that is available from Chevrolet Performance. Book Excerpt: Chevrolet By The Numbers 1965-1969: Chevy V8
Drivetrain Casting Part Numbers INTRODUCTION CASTING NUMBER CHARTS. Small Block Engine. This is the casting Block number
from my 350 SBC. 15 A85 Shoulder Belts 37 26. Displacement: 6. Quickly, A = Chevelle, F = Camaro, X = Nova. Small Block Chevrolet
Engine Blocks: Block casting numbers are found on the ledge to the rear of the number seven cylinder on the driver’s side of the smallblock V-
8s. The majority of casting part numbers have 9 digits within 3 different groups and the first digit is the start of the part number. Technical SBC
Casting numbers Discussion in ' The Hokey Ass Message Board ' started by Kenny Tourville , Jan 9, 2021. The 882 is OK, not the best or the
worst of small block chevy performance heads. Get CMT's television. Some casting dates have been found with all digits being numbers, the
first of. Advanced Timing Marks for your Balancer. The casting numbers are 3932498 I know the 4 bolt main block is Car Year, Make,
Model: 1939 Chevy Coupe Posts 32. Comments Car & Truck 2 & 4-bolt 3-freeze. com, Kendrick-Auto. Application: Block: Cylinder Head:
Intake: Exhaust (left) Exhaust (right) 350 - 300 HP Base (early) 3970010: 3927186: 3965577: 3846559: 3932465: 350 - 300 HP Base (late).
. Older style will have these type of numbers. need help identifying a chevy small block it has hei and a casting number 355909 I called the
deallership and they said that I would need to go to the library. SBC Piston identification chart. These seven digits are located on the right side
between the fuel pump and starter except for 1954 where it is located forward of the fuel pump. 3 1975-1976 550362 231882 Olds 265 4.
Right angle casting identifier, 165cc intake port, accessory holes, good HP head. When I inspected it. 45" main journal sizes splayed caps dry
sump 2-piece rear seal 9. This is the same head as PN 14096802, but complete with springs and valves. This ledge is below the deck of the
block and the ledge forms the mating surface between the block and the transmission bellhousing. RB/B, LA Cylinder Head Casting Numbers:
The casting numbers for most RB, B, and LA heads are found in two places. 70 center length, and all rods produced prior to 1968 had a 2
inch rod journal diameter. It's a casting number '817' 400 4 bbl, 175 hp. 1969 "Camaro" transmission with VIN number. Joined Oct 22, 2004
· 11,710 Posts. VIN number is located on VIN tag on the dash, door tag, body tag, and fender. Fitment Type: Direct Replacement. Big block
on the right side of engine above the oil pan rails. 8 430, 435 L-88/L-89, 1. The seller could not tell me if it was a 283 or a 327. 5:1 pistons.
454 Block Identification # 14015445. Cylinder heads cast with a "5" as the second digit were most likely installed in a 1966 model. Big block
heads started with numbers only in April of 1984, but changed to alpha-numeric starting with BB 1 in August of 1984. SBC Casting/stamp
code Number Help. SBC 350 casting numbers question. 60: 69: 1960: 389: 368-373HP. This block has been cleaned and inspected for
cracks, it is ready to be machined. Jump to Latest Follow 1 - 11 of 11 Posts. As of mid 2012 the Part Number was moved to the intake face
just under the valve cover rail. SBC Head Casting Numbers. The earliest light-alloy wheels were made of magnesium alloys. The distance from
the engine block to the pulley mounting surface on the hub (hub height) is 5 9/16 inches for the 327 and 350 cubic inch V8 engines and these
engines used casting number 3782608. 14015445 Horsepower. My chevy parts interchange manual says its a 454 from 70-79, and by the
K21 73, im guessing it was made in 73. 280" Casting number 10239906 or 12558062. Gm Casting Number 14015445. Missing Pieces: 7
Ways to Improve Employee Well-Being and Organizational Effectiveness book download Jean-Pierre Brun and Cary Cooper Download
Missing Pieces: 7 Ways to Improve Employee Well-Being and Organizational Effectiveness Don’t Blink: How to Foster Recognition for
Employee Engagement. 0 add to compare Chevellestuff - Your Online Resource for 1964 to 1977 Chevelles. 2 L stroker Chevy V8 Turn key
325 HP only $6,190 ~Above small-block V8 engines are available with the options below~ $1595 Electronic TBI fuel injection $1995
Electronic MPI fuel injection Closed cooling kit add $740 Reverse rotation adds $400. 50-inch and 3. The blocks used in 1967 were casting
number 3892657. SBC Block Casting Numbers The block casting number on smallblock and big block Chevy V-8 motors is located on a
ledge found at the rear of the block, most often on the driver's side. Bump Steer. My old head had a different casting number. This may sound
elimentary to most of you, but I have what may seem as a pretty dumb question. If you are looking for the actual Chevy engine codes that are
stamped into the block during assembly, Nasty Z-28. Small Block Chevy Spec Sheet. Big block on the right side of engine above the oil pan
rails. It's a 1971 265HP version out of a 1971 Impala. The block casting number is 473483. Big Block Chevy Cylinder Heads Open vs. Not
likely the bread and butter engines, like 210hp 327. SBC Block Casting Numbers. 3 1975-1976 550362 231882 Olds 265 4. Look at the



front of the mtr on the lt side just in frt of the head is a set od # and some letters. Look at the front of the mtr on the lt side just in frt of the head
is a set od # and some letters. 6: 250-375: 64 CC Chambers No. Welcome fellow hobbyists! This site is dedicated to our hobby, featuring all
Chevy/GMC Inline 6 engines and parts. The casting is vague as the machining could have made a differance. These will all be sold as bare
blocks to be. Big block on the right side of engine above the oil pan rails. 70 941 Sebring Silver Exterior Paint 3,516 80. 0206G1 =
Assembled February 6 (1969) on the first shift. Description. SBC 350 Bare Block Casting Number 10243880. 6015 is just the basic part
number. SBC Crank Casting Numbers(top) Casting # Stroke Years made Main\rod Journal Size Construction / Notes 1130 3. We would like
to show you a description here but the site won’t allow us. 10054727 | 10054727 gm block number | 10054727 gm | 10054727 sbc |
10054727 block | 10054727 engine | 10054727 gm block | 10054727 chevy block | 10054727 engine. Small Block Chevy Cylinder Head
Casting Numbers The small block Chevy head can be one of the most mis identified component of any Chevy part. It contains over 11,000
Casting Numbers, Part Number. Materials Strengths. Опираясь на прошлое, создаем будущее!. Both comments and pings are currently
closed. Cassette. This is the block casting #. Attention Engine Builders! World Castings Cast Iron Cylinder Heads GM Casting Number : 79-
92: 350: 462624 : 71-92: 350:. Oval track and Racing w/5. 2458 for the rest obviously. 50: 200-210: 70cc. They are notoriously very hard to
read and often people make the mistake of thinking a '3' is an '8'. 00 867 Base Corvette Convertible 10,919 4,037. cab: L LS9: 165: 4: C-20
to 3500. Small Block Chevrolet Engine Suffix Codes # Engine Code Years Cid Application Engine Vin Hp Bbl Gm Body Comments ; 1: C:
1957: 265: MT 3 SPD: cars/Vette/Omega: 2: C. From your Wk suffix code we know that your engine is a Truck motor, 1969, 350 cid, 255
hp, 400 trans, ls-9 RPO code, 4bbl carb, that came in 10, 20, and 30, 2wd trucks. 1 385101 The rocker assembly is the same as later non-
adjustables, except the aluminum cross pieces are stamped steel, and don’t bottom out on the head. Casting: Years: CID: HP: Main. The
stamping is V1210MV which is from an SS350 67 Camaro. Small Block Chevy Engine Block casting and code identification. 72- inch valves.
com Chevy Small Block - Engine Block Casting Numbers Notes (for below): "High Power" is the maximum rate HP this block was used for,
"Low Power" is the lowest rated horsepower RPO engine the block was used in. Keywords: chevy suvs,chevy trail,chevy trucks,chevy. 0L /
364 cid. GM Transmission Ratios. '86 Monte LS (total'd Fall '2013), '87 GTA TransAm TPI350 TH700-R4, '85 Fiero 5-speed, '75 MG
Midget Buick Alum. RE-13 ULTRA SERIES: LSW-12 HURRICANE: All Pro Heads is the Industry Leader in Small Block Chevy Aluminum
Cylinder Heads, (as well as the new Generation 3 and Mopar W9RP) , catering to the hard core racer always looking for the perfect design for
a specific application. Since we do attend a number of shows throughout the year. Small Block Chevy Cylinder Head Casting Numbers The
small block Chevy head can be one of the most mis identified component of any Chevy part. The number near the bellhousing depicts the
casting date, which looks like Looks like 14015445 to me and according to one website I checked it's a 4-bolt main 454 Help identify this big
block Chevy - picture of casting number
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